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Lady Jesus
The Asteroids Galaxy Tour

Artist: The Asteroids Galaxy Tour
Song: Lady Jesus
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpiQzeapBaA
Transcription: SCA, kostya.levin.sca@gmail.com

Tuning: standard, NO capo

Chords used:
Dm:  x.5.7.7.6.5
Am:  5.7.7.5.5.5
G:   3.5.5.4.3.3
Bb:  6.8.8.7.6.6
F:   1.3.3.2.1.1
C:   8.10.10.9.8.8
A:   5.7.7.6.5.5
F:   x.8.10.10.10.8   (F on 8th fret, for postchorus)*
G:   x.10.12.12.12.10 (G on 10th fret, for postchorus)*
Bb:  x.13.15.15.15.13 (Bb on 13th fret, for postchorus)*

Intro: 
Dm Dm Am G x 4

Verse:
Dm
Somebody joined
Dm         Am    G
Somebody drowned 
    Dm            Dm        Am   G
When lady jesus comes to town
Dm                  Dm 
She made the calls, she made it fall
       G                 Bb
In a gruesome vibe never seen before
Dm
Somebody joined
Dm          Am   G
Somebody drowned

Verse:
Dm                   Dm        Am   G
Who s gonna care for a blinded fool?
Dm                  Dm         Am    G
Who s gonna save this blinded fool?
Dm                   Dm
Watch out everyone, here she comes,
   G                    Bb
Claiming like she s the chosen one



Dm               Dm           Am    G
Who s gonna save this blinded fool?

Pre-chorus:
   C             C
This is it, a money pit
   A                 A
I sense a fear of mother wit
  C            C
Disguise, smokey eyes
  A                A
How come she don t take advice?

Chorus:
  Dm        F
Hey you, hiding away
  G                      Bb
Forever on the outside never getting inside
   Dm           F
Big fool, digging a grave
  G                       Bb
Forever on the outside never getting inside
  Dm        F
Hey you, hiding away
  G                      Bb
Forever on the outside never getting inside
   Dm           F
Big fool, digging a grave
  G                       Bb
Forever on the outside never getting inside

Post-chorus:(*)
Dm     F    G     Bb
Uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu
Dm     F    G     Bb
Uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu

Verse:
Walk the streets of my city hood
A silly sense of love and youth
What is left of an empty space
Is society screaming for a better day
Walk the streets of my city hood

Pre-chorus:
This is it, a money pit
A sense of fear of mother wit
Disguise, smokey eyes
How come she don t take advice

Chorus:
Hey you, hiding away
Forever on the outside never getting inside



Big fool, digging a grave
Forever on the outside never getting inside

Chorus:
Hey you, hiding away
Forever on the outside never getting inside
Big fool, digging a grave
Forever on the outside never getting inside

Chorus:
Hey you, hiding away
Forever on the outside never getting inside
Big fool, digging a grave
Forever on the outside never getting inside

Post-chorus to the end:
End on Dm.

Note:
If you have any corrections or improvements to the tab write
them on the comments section, or send me a message,
or e-mail, so we can together make this tab even better.  

SCA, kostya.levin.sca@gmail.com


